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A. Document History
Overall Document Authors:
Michael Wilde  (* Point of Contact)
Others, TBD
Version Date Changes Author
Entire Document 0.1 10/25/2012 First Version submitted 
to A&D
M. Wilde
0.2 2/26/2013 Revised based on 
discussion with Altaf.
M. Wilde
0.3 5/31/2013 First draft of use cases 
1.1 through 2.1
M. Wilde
B. Document Scope 
This document is both a user-facing document (publicly accessible) and an internal working document 
intended to define user needs and use cases that involve high throughput computing (HTC) within the 
overall activities of XSEDE. The definition of use cases is based on a template from Malan and 
Bredemeyer  (and was copied from the Science Gateway Use Case document version 0.4). In general it is 1
in keeping with the approaches and philosophy outlined in “Software architecture in practice.”2
The use cases are presented here using the following format, derived from the Malan and Bredemeyer 
white paper1 as follows:
Use Case Use case identifier and reference number and modification history
Description Goal to be achieved by use case and sources for requirement
References References and citations relevant to use case
Actors List of actors involved in use case
Prerequisites 
(Dependencies) 
& Assumptions
Conditions that must be true for use case to be possible 
Conditions that must be true for use case to terminate successfully
Steps Interactions between actors and system that are necessary to achieve goal
1 Malan, R., and D. Bredemeyer. 2001. Functional requirements and use cases. 
www.bredemeyer.com/pdf_files/functreq.pdf
2 Bass, L., Paul Clements, and Rick Kazman
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Variations 
(optional)
Any variations in the steps of a use case
Quality 
Attributes
Non-functional 
(optional)
List of non-functional requirements that the use case must meet
Issues List of issues that remain to be resolved
Felix Bachman’s tutorial on Use Cases  was used as a guide: 
https://www.cac.cornell.edu/VW/usecases/
The HTC use cases are as follows:
HTC 1.0 Run set of HTC jobs without dependencies
HTC 2.0 Run set of HTC jobs with dependencies
HTC 3.0 Run set of HTC jobs with dependencies using pilot jobs
HTC 4.0 Run set of HTC jobs with dependencies using multiple resources
C. High Throughput Computing Use Cases
HTC 1.0 Rub a job set without dependencies
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HTC 1.0 Run a job set without dependencies
Description An authenticated user or facility (e.g. a gateway) performs a (possibly large) 
set of application executions (jobs) over a (possibly long) period of time, 
using a single XSEDE computing resource.
References XSEDE High Throughput Computing page:
  Resources / High Throughput Computing: 
  https://www.xsede.org/high-throughput-computing
XSEDE’s Purdue Condor User Guide: 
  https://www.xsede.org/web/guest/purdue-condor
XSEDE’s Open Science Grid User Guide: 
  https://www.xsede.org/web/guest/OSG-User-Guide
Actors ● Primary Actor: A human user or  a software component acting on behalf
of the user, such as a portal, science gateway,who wishes to run a set of
jobs. 
● Secondary actors:
○ Resource management service: RMS (a job queue manager such 
as PBS, SLURM, or Condor that accepts lists of jobs to execute from
its clients, schedules the jobs for  execution on compute node 
resources, and returns the status of the executed jobs. 
○ Application (app): an executable program, or a script which may 
invoke one or more executable  programs). Apps may be either 
serial programs or parallel jobs.
○ Job: the identity given to the execution of the application by the 
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RMS.
○ Input dataset (file collection: a set of files contained within one or 
more directories)
○ Output dataset (file collection, as above)
○ HTC Run: an identified unit of work consisting of a set of job 
definitions. The HTC run may be defined as a document or set of 
documents that the RMS accepts (such as a job script or set of 
scripts). The RMS  sees the HTC run as a set of independent jobs.
Prerequisites 
(Dependencies) 
and 
Assumptions)
● Application is installed and validated (i.e. it executes correctly) on the 
computing resource.
Steps 1. The user, portal, or gateway uses a script or program to generate a set 
of jobs
2. The job generation entity creates the job definitions
3. The user, portal or gateway invokes one or more job submissions 
commands to submit the generated job definitions to the local resource 
manager.
4. The local resource manager validates, queues, and executes the jobs, 
which read their input datasets and produce output datasets (typically 
one input dataset and one output dataset per job).
5. The user, portal, or gateway monitors the status of jobs and their output
datasets, typically by monitoring RMS job status and RMS output logs.
6. The user may request termination of a job set, causing queued jobs from
that set to be removed. 
Variations 
(optional)
● Break a large number of job submissions into smaller batches to avoid 
overloading the RMS
● Batch several application execution requests into one RMS job, again to
reduce the load on the RMS
● Perform a an HTC run periodically or based on an event such as data 
arrival
● Client may implement mechanisms for retrying failing jobs
● Client may determine that a job set is complete when sufficient output 
results have been produced
● Need a mechanism to specify concretely the job requirements: 
operating system version, memory, scratch space, clock speed, file 
systems mounted, software installed, etc.
Quality 
Attributes
Client can execute  large numbers of jobs per HPC Run (a minimum of a 
million).
RMS should be able to accept (i.e., queue) 1000 jobs from the client at a 
time.
Throughput: the RMS should be able to accept 10 jobs per second from 
each client and complete jobs at a rate of at least 10 jobs per second. The 
concurrent submission of at least 10 job sets should be possible for any 
given local resource manager.
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Detailed job status information: Information about error messages, exit 
codes, stdout/stderr will be available in a consistent manner.
The client can determine  the status of an active HPC Run in under 60 
seconds.
The client can perform all needed job tracking functions on a login host of 
the resource on which the HTC run is being executed.
RMS services provide 99.9% availability (three nines) in terms of the client’s 
ability to interact with the RMS  to create, destroy, and check the status of 
jobs and job sets.
Non-functional 
(optional)
Issues
HTC 2.0 Run a job set with dependencies
HTC 2.0 Run a job set with dependencies
Description This scenario is similar to HTC 1.0 except that: the services of a dependency 
manager (e.g., a workflow manager) are used for dependency management, 
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retry automation, and isolation from specific resource management services.
An authenticated user or facility (e.g. a gateway) performs a (possibly large) 
set of application executions (jobs) over a (possibly long) period of time, 
using a single XSEDE computing resource, using a job dependency manager to
enforce the order of job execution (typically to manage data dependencies). 
The dependencies may be trivial (ie, signal completion when a set of 
otherwise independent jobs all completes) or they may be intricate.
References XSEDE High Throughput Computing page:
  Resources / High Throughput Computing: 
  https://www.xsede.org/high-throughput-computing
XSEDE’s Purdue Condor User Guide: 
  https://www.xsede.org/web/guest/purdue-condor
XSEDE’s Open Science Grid User Guide: 
  https://www.xsede.org/web/guest/OSG-User-Guide
DAGMan User Guide: 
http://research.cs.wisc.edu/htcondor/manual/v7.6/2_10DAGMan_Applicatio
ns.html
Pegasus User Guide: HTML
Swift User Guide: http://www.swift-lang.org/guides/trunk/userguide
Actors ● Primary Actor: A human user or  a software component acting on behalf
of the user, such as a portal, science gateway,who wishes to run a set of
jobs. 
● Secondary actors:
○ Dependency management application (DAGMan, Pegasus, or 
Swift) - refered to here as the workflow/script executor
○ Workflow definition: input to the dependency manager
○ Resource management service: RMS (a job queue manager such 
as PBS, SLURM, Condor, etc. which accepts lists of jobs to execute 
from its clients, schedules the jobs for  execution on compute node
resources, and returns the status of the executed jobs. 
○ application (app): an executable program, or a script which may 
invoke one or more executable  programs). Apps are typically 
serial programs, but may also be parallel jobs of modest sizes 
(needing one node to a few nodes).
○ job: the identity given to the execution of the application by the 
RMS.
○ input dataset (file collection: a set of files contained within one or 
more directories)
○ output dataset (file collection, as above)
○ HTC Run: an identified unit of work consisting of a set of job 
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definitions. The HTC run may be defined as a document or set of 
documents that the RMS accepts (such as a job script or set of 
scripts). The RMS  sees the HTC run as a set of independent jobs.
Prerequisites 
(Dependencies) 
and 
Assumptions)
● Applications are installed and validated (i.e. they  execute correctly) on 
the computing resource.
Steps 1. The user, portal, or gateway generates a workflow document that 
describes a set of jobs to execute, and any dependencies between 
those jobs.
2. The user, portal or gateway submits the workflow document to the 
workflow/script executor.
3. The workflow executor invokes one or more job submissions commands
to submit the generated job definitions to the local resource manager.
4. The local resource manager validates, queues, and executes the jobs, 
which read their input datasets and produce ouptut datasets. The 
workflow executor tracks the status and completion of jobs, releasing 
dependent jobs and performing job throttling and retry as needed.
5. The user, portal, or gateway monitors the status of the workflow and its
output datasets, typically by monitoring workflow manager logs or the 
completion of a workflow executoin command.
Variations 
(optional)
● The dependency manager typically executes on a login host of the 
resource on which the workflow’s jobs will run. The case where it is 
executing on a remote host is covered in use case HTC 1.3.
Quality 
Attributes
Client may need to execute  large numbers of jobs per HPC Run (up to 
several million)
RMS should be able to accept (ie, queue) 1000 or more jobs from the client 
at a time.
Throughput: the RMS should be able to accept 10 jobs per second from 
each client and complete jobs at a rate of at least 10 jobs per second.
Detailed job status information: Information about error messages, exit 
codes, stdout/stderr will be available in a consistent manner.
The client can determine  the status of an active HPC Run in under 60 
seconds.
The client can perform all needed job tracking functions on a login host of 
the resource that the HTC run is being executed on.
RMS services provide 99.9% availability (three nines) in terms of the client’s 
ability to interact with the RMS  to create, destroy, and check the status of 
jobs and job sets.
Non-functional 
(optional)
Issues
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HTC 3.0 Run a job set with dependencies, using pilot jobs
HTC 3.0 Run a job set with dependencies using pilot jobs
Description This scenario is similar to HTC 1.1. with the additional behavior of using “pilot
jobs” -- long running jobs that accept multiple application jobs -- to improve 
throughput and reduce resource manager overhead.
An authenticated user or facility (e.g. a gateway) performs a (possibly large) 
set of application executions (jobs) over a (possibly long) period of time, 
using a single XSEDE computing resource, using a job dependency manager to
enforce the order of job execution (typically to manage data dependencies). 
The dependencies may be trivial (ie, signal completion when a set of 
otherwise independent jobs all completes) or they may be intricate. 
Application jobs are executed by longer-running “pilot jobs” to reduce 
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overhead and improve throughput.
References XSEDE High Throughput Computing page:
  Resources / High Throughput Computing: 
  https://www.xsede.org/high-throughput-computing
XSEDE’s Purdue Condor User Guide: 
  https://www.xsede.org/web/guest/purdue-condor
XSEDE’s Open Science Grid User Guide: 
  https://www.xsede.org/web/guest/OSG-User-Guide
DAGMan User Guide
Pegasus User Guide
Swift User Guide
See also documentation for: Swift “coaster” pilot job manager; SAGA 
“BigJob” pilot job manager. Condor “Glide-In” pilot job manager; OSG 
“Glide-In workload management service” pilot job manager.
Actors ● Primary Actor: A human user or  a software component acting on behalf
of the user, such as a portal, science gateway,who wishes to run a set of
jobs. 
● Secondary actors:
○ Dependency management application (DAGMan, Pegasus, or 
Swift) - refered to here as the workflow/script executor
○ Workflow definition: input to the dependency manager
○ Resource management service: RMS (a job queue manager such 
as PBS, SLURM, Condor, etc. which accepts lists of jobs to execute 
from its clients, schedules the jobs for  execution on compute node
resources, and returns the status of the executed jobs. 
○ Pilot Job manager: a facility that uses (typically) Condor glide-ins 
or Swift coasters hold compute nodes for long periods and run 
many HTC jobs, serially, within those resources.
○ application (app): an executable program, or a script which may 
invoke one or more executable  programs). Apps are typically 
serial programs, but may also be parallel jobs of modest sizes 
(needing one node to a few nodes).
○ job: the identity given to the execution of the application by the 
RMS.
○ input dataset (file collection: a set of files contained within one or 
more directories)
○ output dataset (file collection, as above)
○ HTC Run: an identified unit of work consisting of a set of job 
definitions. The HTC run may be defined as a document or set of 
documents that the RMS accepts (such as a job script or set of 
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scripts). The RMS  sees the HTC run as a set of independent jobs.
Prerequisites 
(Dependencies) 
and 
Assumptions)
● Applications are installed and validated (i.e. they  execute correctly) on 
the computing resource.
Steps 1. The user, portal, or gateway generates a workflow document that 
describes a set of jobs to execute, and any dependencies between 
those jobs.
2. The user, portal or gateway submits the workflow document to the 
workflow/script executor.  2b: The workflow executor queues pilot 
jobs with the RMS; it then submits user jobs directly to the pilot jobs,
bypassing the RMS to reduce overhead and improve throughput. The
worflow executor manages the lifetimes of the pilot jobs and starts 
new/additional pilot jobs as needed.
3. The workflow executor invokes one or more job submissions 
commands to submit the generated job definitions to the lcoal 
resource manager.
4. The local resource manager validates, queues, and executes the jobs,
which read their input datasets and produce outut datasets (typically
one input dataset and one output dataset per job). The workflow 
executor tracks the status and completion of jobs, releasing 
dependent jobs and performing job throttling and retry as needed.
5. The user, portal, or gateway monitors the status of the workflow and
its output datasets, typically by monitoring workflow manager logs 
or the completion of a workflow executoin command.
Variations 
(optional)
The dependency manager typically executes on a login host of the resource 
on which the workflow’s jobs will run. The case where it is executing on a 
remote host is covered in use case HTC 1.3.
Quality 
Attributes
Client may need to execute  large numbers of jobs per HPC Run (up to 
several million)
RMS should be able to accept (i.e., queue) 1000 or more jobs from the client 
at a time.
Throughput: the RMS should be able to accept 10 jobs per second from each 
client and complete jobs at a rate of at least 10 jobs per second.
The pilot job facility should be able to execute at least 100 jobs per second 
within 100 pilot job slots.
Detailed job status information: Information about error messages, exit 
codes, stdout/stderr will be available in a consistent manner.
The client can determine  the status of an active HPC Run in under 60 seconds.
The client can perform all needed job tracking functions on a login host of the
resource that the HTC run is being executed on.
RMS services provide 99.9% availability (three nines) in terms of the client’s 
ability to interact with the RMS  to create, destroy, and check the status of 
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jobs and job sets.
Non-functional 
(optional)
Issues
HTC 4.0 Run a job set with dependencies, on multiple resources
HTC 4.0 Run a job set with dependencies, on multiple resources
Description This scenario is similar to HTC 1.1 except that: the job set is submitted from a
host that is remote to one or more cluster resources, and jobs are submitted 
to multiple resources.
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An authenticated user or facility (e.g. a gateway) performs a (possibly large) 
set of application executions (jobs) over a (possibly long) period of time, 
using a single XSEDE computing resource, using a job dependency manager to
enforce the order of job execution (typically to manage data dependencies). 
The dependencies may be trivial (ie, signal completion when a set of 
otherwise independent jobs all completes) or they may be intricate.
References XSEDE High Throughput Computing page:
  Resources / High Throughput Computing: 
  https://www.xsede.org/high-throughput-computing
XSEDE’s Purdue Condor User Guide: 
  https://www.xsede.org/web/guest/purdue-condor
XSEDE’s Open Science Grid User Guide: 
  https://www.xsede.org/web/guest/OSG-User-Guide
DAGMan User Guide
Pegasus User Guide
Swift User Guide
Actors ● Primary Actor: A human user or  a software component acting on behalf
of the user, such as a portal, science gateway,who wishes to run a set of
jobs. 
● Secondary actors:
○ Dependency management application (DAGMan, Pegasus, or 
Swift) - refered to here as the workflow/script executor
○ Workflow definition: input to the dependency manager
○ Resource management service: RMS (a job queue manager such 
as PBS, SLURM, Condor, etc. which accepts lists of jobs to execute 
from its clients, schedules the jobs for  execution on compute node
resources, and returns the status of the executed jobs. 
○ application (app): an executable program, or a script which may 
invoke one or more executable  programs). Apps may be either 
serial programs or parallel jobs.
○ job: the identity given to the execution of the application by the 
RMS.
○ input dataset (file collection: a set of files contained within one or 
more directories)
○ output dataset (file collection, as above)
○ HTC Run: an identified unit of work consisting of a set of job 
definitions. The HTC run may be defined as a document or set of 
documents that the RMS accepts (such as a job script or set of 
scripts). The RMS  sees the HTC run as a set of independent jobs.
Prerequisites 
(Dependencies) 
● Applications are installed and validated (i.e. they  execute correctly) on 
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and 
Assumptions)
the computing resource.
Steps 1. The user, portal, or gateway generates a workflow document that 
describes a set of jobs to execute, and any dependencies between 
those jobs.
2. The user, portal or gateway submits the workflow document to the 
workflow/script executor.
3. The workflow executor invokes one or more job submissions commands
to submit the generated job definitions to one or more possibly remote 
“local resource managers”. (Note that the terminology, “remote LRMs” 
does indeed make sense here, but requires clarification).
4. The local resource manager(s) validate, queue, and execute the jobs, 
which read their input datasets and produce output datasets (typically 
one input dataset and one output dataset per job). The workflow 
executor tracks the status and completion of jobs, releasing dependent 
jobs and performing job throttling and retry as needed.
5. The user, portal, or gateway monitors the status of the workflow and its
output datasets, typically by monitoring workflow manager logs or the 
completion of a workflow execution command.
Variations 
(optional)
● The dependency manager may either executes on a login host of one of
the resources on which the workflow’s jobs will run. Or it may execute 
on a host that is not associated with any resource or XSEDE site.
● This use case can also utilize pilot jobs on any or all of the resources 
being used, as in use case HTC1.2.
Quality 
Attributes
Client can execute  large numbers of jobs per HPC Run (up to  several million)
RMS can accept (ie, queue) 1000 or more jobs from the client at a time.
Throughput: the RMS can accept 10 jobs per second from each client and 
complete jobs at a rate of at least 10 jobs per second.
Detailed job status information: Information about error messages, exit 
codes, stdout/stderr is available in a consistent manner.
The client can determine  the status of an active HPC Run in under 60 seconds.
The client can perform all needed job tracking functions on a login host of the
resource that the HTC run is being executed on.
RMS services provide 99.9% availability (three nines) in terms of the client’s 
ability to interact with the RMS  to create, destroy, and check the status of 
jobs and job sets.
The workload manager can communicate with between 5 and 20 
computing sites (and in the case of using OSG resources, up to 60 cmputing 
sites).
Non-functional 
(optional)
Issues
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